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Abstract
We present two collections of lexical items with idiosyncratic distribution. The collections document the behavior of German and English
bound words (BW, such as English headway), i.e. words which can only occur in one expression (make headway). BWs are a problem
for both general and idiomatic dictionaries since it is unclear whether they have an independent lexical status and to what extent the
expressions in which they occur are typical idiomatic expressions. We propose a system which allows us to document the information
about BWs from dictionaries and linguistic literature, together with corpus data and example queries for major text corpora. We present
our data structure and point to other phraseologically oriented collections. We will also show differences between the German and the
English collection.
1. Introduction
The Collection of Distributionally Idiosyncratic Items
(CoDII) is a linguistic resource on lexical items which have
highly idiosyncratic occurrence patterns. CoDII consists of
two parts: bound words of German (CoDII-BW.de, acces-
sible online since 2004, and a corresponding collection for
English (CoDII-BW.en) which will be accessible starting in
May 2006.1
Bound words (BW) are words such as headway which
can only occur as part of a xed expression (here: make
headway). The repertoire of German BWs is well docu-
mented in literature on idioms. Dobrovol’skij (1988) con-
tains the most exhaustive list of BWs for German, En-
glish and Dutch. Dobrovol’skij (1988, 1989) and Dobro-
vol’skij/Piirainen (1994a,b) provide criteria for classifying
BWs and the expressions within which they occur. An im-
portant emphasis of these publications is the difference be-
tween bound and free words. Dobrovol’skij and Piirainen
estimate the number of potential BWs for German as 600,
out of which they classify 180 as belonging to the common
vocabulary of native speakers. At present, we have included
450 potential BWs in our collection.
A thorough documentation of BWs is important because
distributionally idiosyncratic items pose a serious challenge
for both theoretical linguistics and large-coverage computa-
tional applications. On the one hand these items behave like
free words syntactically and semantically, on the other
hand, they show strong usage constraints, usually absent
We are grateful to Garrett Hubing for proofreading this paper.
1Both collections can be entered at
http://www.sfb441.uni-tuebingen.de/a5/codii.
from implemented grammars. CoDII aims to present the
linguistic knowledge available for these items. This is com-
bined with corpus data which can be used to evaluate lin-
guistic theories and to serve as a test basis for practical sys-
tems.
2. Design and Realization
Based on Dobrovol’skij (1988), all potential BWs were in-
cluded in CoDII-BW.de. For each item linguistic documen-
tation and examples from dictionaries and corpora are in-
cluded. The linguistic documentation consists of the fol-
lowing four information blocks:
1. General Information: A particular BW is identied,
and its English translation is given. We indicate the
expression in which the BW occurs and provide a set
of possible paraphrases of this expression.
2. Classication: We specify the classication of a given
BW according to Dobrovol’skij (1988, 1989), Dobro-
vol’skij/Piirainen (1994b), and a classication based
on Nunberg et al. (1994).
3. Syntactic Information: We provide the syntactic cate-
gory of the BW and the syntactic structure of the ex-
pression in which it occurs. We list possible syntac-
tic variations (passivization, pronominalization, modi-
cation, occurrence in raising constructions, etc.). For
each context, examples from corpora, Internet or liter-
ature are included in the data section of the collection.
4. Sample Queries: We specify optimized sample queries
for various publicly available corpora. Again, pointers
to examples of selected query results are included.
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This information is internally coded in XML. The DTD has
been specied in the following way:
The element codii is the document root. Different collec-
tions are identied by attributes type (to specify the col-
lection type) and xml:lang (for the language of the data).
The content model of the element codii consists of two
elements: dii-list, whose content is a list of distribu-
tionally idiosyncratic items, and dii-examples, which
contains a list of examples.
The content model of the element dii-list consists of
a list of dii-entry elements. The content model of a
dii-entry element consists of a set of elements which
encode the four information blocks mentioned above: The
content of a dii element gives the lexical item itself in the
original language and, where possible, an English transla-
tion. A dii-expression element gives the expression
in which the BW occurs. We collect the documentation of
the item in a dii-classification element. Here, we
indicate which information different dictionaries give (and
if they list the particular item at all), and how the given item
was classied in linguistic literature. Information about
the syntax of the item and its expression are given in a
dii-syntax element. Finally, a dii-queries ele-
ment contains example queries for the given BW. For each
of these pieces of information, we include pointers to rele-
vant examples from the dii-examples element.
Figure 1 presents a fragment of the element dii-entry
describing the German BW Zampano ’golden boy’.
The content model of the element dii-examples con-
sists of a list of example elements linked with appropri-
ate entries by means of the attributes dii and id. Figure 2
shows the element example describing a corpus example
for the BW Zampano ‘golden boy’.
For syntactic descriptions of BWs and their associated
expressions we used the Stuttgart-T¤ubingen Tagset (STTS)
(http://www.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/Elwis/
stts/stts.html). The examples in
CoDII currently stem from corpora of
the Institut f¤ur Deutsche Sprache (IDS)
(http://www.ids-mannheim.de/cosmas2/),
the corpus of the Digitales W¤orterbuch der Deutschen
Sprache (DWDS, http://www.dwds.de/),
TIGERSearch, a search engine for retrieving in-
formation from a database of graph structures
(http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/
projekte/TIGER/TIGERSearch/), and the In-
ternet via Google.
Figure 3 shows the browser display of one of the 450 en-
tries of CoDII-BW.de. The user interface displays all the
linguistic information for the particular BW. Comments, in-
formation about the classication systems and the relevant
examples can be obtained by clicking the links in this dis-
play. Not all 450 entries in CoDII-BW.de are equally ex-
haustively lled in, but the exible XML encoding makes
it possible to add more information and to update the col-
lection using an XSL transformation.
3. CoDII for English
The German part of CoDII has been complemented with an
English version. This collection is based on the approxi-
<dii-entry id="zampano">
<dii>
<ol>Zampano</ol>
<en>golden boy</en>
</dii>
<dii-expression>
<ol>der gro&#223;e Zampano</ol>
<en>the big doer</en>
</dii-expression>
<dii-classification>
<dii-class class="dekompo" type="A5">
<bibliography bib-item="A5"/>
</dii-class>
</dii-classification>
<dii-syntax hits="zampano-Bsp
zampano-apposition" cat="NE">
<dii-expression-syntax cat="NP">
der/ART gro&#223;e/ADJA Zampano/NE
</dii-expression-syntax>
<variation kind="OPEN"
hits="zampano-ecclestone">
<comment status="external">
Spitzname von Formel-1-Manager
Bernie Ecclestone
</comment>
</variation>
</dii-syntax>
<dii-queries>
<query type="cosmasII">
<query-text><![CDATA[Zampano]]>
</query-text>
</query>
</dii-queries>
</dii-entry>
Figure 1: The CoDII-XML-encoding of Zampano
<example dii="zampano" id="zampano-Bsp">
<source corpus="cosmasII">
R97/APR.32703 Frankfurter Rundschau,
29.04.1997, S. 15, Ressort: WIRTSCHAFT;
F&#252;r eine lohnende &#220;bernahme
sind einige H&#252;rden zu nehmen
</source>
<ol>
"Ich glaube nicht, da&#224; da Manna vom
Himmel f&#228;llt und der gro&#224;e
Zampano f&#252;r diverse neue Stellen
sorgt", meint der Betriebsratschef der
Vegesacker Werft, Wolfgang Dettmer.
</ol>
</example>
Figure 2: The CoDII-XML-description of a corpus example
for Zampano
mately 100 English BWs in Dobrovol’skij (1988). The un-
derlying XML encoding of CoDII-BW.de proved suitable
for an expansion to English. The differences between the
collections reect different degrees of linguistic documen-
tation for the two languages:
We used the syntactic annotation scheme from the Syn-
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Figure 3: Browser display for the entry Zampano
tactically Annotated Idiom Database (SAID, Kuiper et al.
(2003)) since this collection seemed to be the best refer-
ence point for a further study of the syntactic behavior
of expressions with BWs. Due to the small amount of
attention that BWs have received within English phrase-
ological literature, we focused on the information given
in idiom dictionaries and regular dictionaries. The only
classication directly available for English BWs was that
of Dobrovol’skij (1988). Additionally, we applied the
classication of Dobrovol’skij/Piirainen (1994a), which
is a classication of expressions rather than of indi-
vidual BWs. The examples in the English collection
stem mainly from dictionaries, the Internet and from the
British National Corpus (via the SARA software package;
http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/sara/).
The German collection was developed in a project involv-
ing a small number of researchers who were at the same
time developing the architecture of the collection. In con-
trast to this, the data for the English collection has mainly
been compiled by a group of 25 advanced undergraduate
students of English at the University of G¤ottingen. This was
possible because the clear XML data structure served as a
guideline. Some students investigated aspects of individual
items, others integrated information from different dictio-
naries. The structure of CoDII allowed for a direct integra-
tion of the data and the observations from these studies. It is
worth mentioning that even though the majority of the stu-
dents had no previous experience with corpus research nor
with XML, they were able to contribute independently to
the collection after only a 4 hours tutorial. The document
verication tools of XML editors were extremely helpful,
here. (The majority of the students used the free XML edi-
tor cooktop, http://www.xmlcooktop.de)
4. Similar Collections
CoDII aims to serve as a database for linguistic research:
Existing linguistic analyses have been compiled and can be
extended, and CoDII is becoming a multilingual resource.
Several other projects have constructed resources for id-
iomatic expressions. These projects differ from CoDII by
the corpora used, the kind of data and the applied methods.
Usuelle Wortverbindungen (Conventionalized Word Com-
binations2) of the IDS (Steyer, 2004) starts from statisti-
cally highly frequent words which undergo a co-occurrence
analysis. This analysis serves as the basis for a linguistic
and lexicographic description of the typical usage patterns
of a word. In contrast to this collection, CoDII is based
on linguistic intuitions and theoretical considerations. In
part, this is due to the low frequency of a number of BWs.
Another important difference is that IDS project only uses
the corpora of the IDS  to have full control over the fre-
quency data. For CoDII we try to collect as much informa-
tion as possible about a given item. For this reason we want
2http://www.ids-mannheim.de/lexik/
UsuelleWortverbindungen
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to include data from different sources and retrieval strate-
gies for different corpora.
Kollokationen im Wo¨rterbuch (Collocations in the Lexi-
con3) of the Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie der Wis-
senschaft (Fellbaum et al., ta) is based on the DWDS cor-
pus. Similar to CoDII, the project starts with idioms from
phraseological literature, but focuses exclusively on Ger-
man VP idioms.
For English, the Syntactically Annotated Idioms Database
(SAID, Kuiper et al. (2003)) encodes the syntactic structure
of a huge number of idioms. However, it does not include
any other information about the expressions. The SAID
can be used to investigate structural generalizations about
idioms. For this reason its encoding was also used for rep-
resenting syntactic structures in the English CoDII-BW.
Villavicencio et al. (2004) present an interface for an inter-
active multilingual resource which is primarily designed to
encode translation equivalents.4 The interface has a clear
and multi-lingual architecture. It allows external users to
contribute to the collection. Unfortunately, there does not
seem to be an extensive input from outside users. For
this reason we decided not to have an interactive mode for
inserting information from outside users directly into the
database. However, we provide contact information and try
to include the input we receive.
5. Outlook
The data structure design of CoDII makes it possible to add
further classications, corpora and search tools, as well as
further collections of distributionally idiosyncratic items.
Our experience with the creation of the English collection
shows that such information can be added as part of small
focused research projects by students after a short training
period.
An extension to more languages is equally possible. A nat-
ural candidate for another language would be Dutch, for
which Dobrovol’skij (1988) lists a large number of BWs.
Furthermore, Feyaerts (1994) presents a detailed investiga-
tion and classication of Dutch BWs.
It is also planned to extend the collection to other types of
distributionally idiosyncratic items. In particular, we in-
tend to include a documentation of the use of polarity items
(such as English any, or lift a finger), i.e., items which re-
quire a negative context.5 These items represent an even
greater challenge for traditional lexicography and computa-
tional applications because the occurrence requirements are
not as local as in the case of BWs and because the obliga-
tory collocators are not simple lexemes but abstract gram-
matical and semantic categories (van der Wouden, 1997).
On the technical side, CoDII will be converted into a
database to allow for a dynamic and more exible access
to the data. This database will then be integrated into the
3http://www.bbaw.de/bbaw.Forschung/
Forschungsprojekte/kollokationen/en/Startseite
4http://lingo.stanford.edu/cgi-bin/
annotate.mli.cgi
5Gianina Iorda˘chioaia has been working on a prototype for
Romanian polarity items in the context of the project A5 of the
Collaborative Research Center 441, University of Tu¨bingen.
TUSNELDA collection of the Collaborative Research Cen-
ter 441.
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